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Philippe Chiambaretta / PCA-STREAM named laureate 
of the MoCo, new Montpellier centre for contemporary art. 

MoCo
A new art institution in Montpellier, the MoCo has the 
strong urban ambition of exploring the possibilities of 
transformation of the city through art. Bringing together 
the Panacée and the École Nationale Supérieure des 
Beaux-Arts of Montpellier Méditerranée Métropole, the 
gateway to this project, imagined by the Mayor of the city 
and President of Metropolitan Montpellier, Philippe Saurel, 
and the newly appointed Director of the MoCo, Nicolas 
Bourriaud, is the Hotel Montcalm, whose transformation will 
be under the direction of architect Philippe Chiambaretta / 
PCA-STREAM. This headquarters for contemporary creation 
aims to federate the art scene in Southern France, and to 
break with cultural centralism, while avoiding a repetition 
of the “Bilbao” recipe of the spectacular object that fixes 
and freezes a vision of a territory. The more “organic” 
model developed in Montpellier meets the contemporary 
challenges of regenerating historic cores and recycling 
existing architecture. It is equally in phase with a younger 
generation’s aspirations of collective appropriation, 
co-production and the idea of making do with and together.



THE THREE CHALLENGES OF THE PROJECT

A former military building, once destined to become a Museum 
of Algeria, the Hotel Montcalm will be transformed into a 
centre for contemporary art. Three architectural challenges 
emerge: restoring urban visibility to this private hotel, that has 
lain dormant behind its gates, through the use of signage and 
an artistic apparatus; exploiting the power of this new place 
as a cultural driving force for the surrounding neighbourhood; 
and finally embodying Montpelier’s international ambition as a 
cultural destination, by positioning it at the centre of a regional, 
national and global art network.
In this next generation art centre, the space dedicated 
to art and the rehabilitation of an ancient building takes 
precedence over any kind of spectacular architectural 
gesture. 
The PCA-STREAM team was chosen in April 2017 from among 
the four teams interviewed, including Projectiles (Paris), Atelier 
d’architecture King Kong (Bordeaux) and Berger&Berger 
Architecture (Paris).

THE POSITION OF PCA-STREAM, THREE AXIOMS

The position of the agency consists of avoiding any temptation 
to build, and indeed any temptation towards architecture in 
the project. The approach of Philippe Chiambaretta’s team was 
to assess the potential of the building and its site – its 
park, its terrace and its perspectives, its outbuildings – 
to identify points that can be reactivated in such a way as 
to liberate their creative force. This approach is founded on 
three axioms.

telling a story without writing it 
The project proposes a work of re-enchantment of the Hotel 
Montcalm through the activity of artists who will transform 
the functional into the fictional. This fiction will unfold in 
three sequences: the Magic Garden (le Jardin magique), the 
Re-enchanted Hotel (l’Hôtel réenchanté) and the Festival 
Court (la Cour des fêtes). A number of points of intervention 
will mark the urban presence of the MoCo: the park gate, the 
two Cypress trees, the pool, the side paths, the pediment of 
the facade, the entrance hall, the canopy of the facade on 
the courtyard and the roof of the officers’ mess hall. These 
elements are all points of departure, or of convergence, for 
fictions of the re-enchanted Hotel.

a function: a general headquarters for creation
Destined to become a meeting place, a location where youth 
and the vital energies of Montpelier can come together, 
the MoCo is a resource-space at the heart of the cultural 
apparatus of the City. Previously a private hotel, it must 
draw upon its history and geography to become this 
headquarters. It will propose a creative and affordable 
catering offer; it will allow, through the flexibility of its spaces, 
functions of information, exchange and transmission to prosper.

liberating a fraction: producing a part of the project
with artists
This project is based on a very strict economy. Building is 
costly and it is often more pertinent to recycle and reuse 
than to destroy and start over. Beginning from this principle 
of sobriety, the project frees up a budget for a number of 
artworks that will be made specifically for the space. 
The approach consists of reprogramming and recycling the 
investments that have already been made, in order to design 
a building-tool in the service of artists and the public. 

Hotel Montcalm, future entrance of the MoCo, before its transformation.
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Artistic interventions are an integral part of the rehabilitation and 
reinvention of the space. Spread throughout the entire site, they 
allow visitors to discover the interior and exterior spaces through 
three universes that call upon their imagination.

THE FESTIvAL
COuRT

THE MAGIC
GARDEN

THE 
RE-ENCHANTED

HOTEL

 

The Magic Garden
 The Gate 

  The two ypress trees

 The Pool  

 The Vegetable Garden  

 Exterior furniture 

 The greenhouse 

 The kiosk

The Re-enchanted Hotel 
 The entryway
 The Facade, garden side  
 Decor and interior furniture

 The Facade, courtyard side  

 The Facade of rue Joffre 

The Festival court
hosting open air events 
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and exhibitions.



Philippe Chiambaretta / PCA-STREAM is the agency 
architect. He combines a deep knowledge of the work of 
patrimonial reconversion with a proven knowledge of the 
needs and functioning of art centres and foundations. His 
experience of large, complex projects, in the service of both 
public and private clients, guarantees the perfect management 
of large project management teams. Since its creation, PCA-
STREAM has been responsible for numerous projects such as 
the transformation of the headquarters of the Télégraphe at 
103 rue de Grenelle in Paris, the Victor Pinchuk foundation 
for contemporary art in Kiev and the #cloud.paris, a tertiary 
campus that rehabilitated four buildings right in the heart of 
Paris.

Turned towards innovation, the city of tomorrow and new 
uses, the PCA-STREAM agency brings together a multi-
disciplinary team of over 50 collaborators with diverse profiles 
(architects, urban planners, designers, engineers, researchers, 
publishers, etc.) capable of understanding and responding 
to the increasingly complex challenges of the contemporary 
world. Graduating from Ponts et Chaussée (1986) and then 
from MIT in Boston before becoming an architect (2000), 
artist before becoming Director of the Taller de Arquitectura 
of Ricardo Bofill (1991- 2000), close to art circles and 
concerned with placing his practice within economic and social 
flows, Philipe Chiambaretta is convinced that in architecture 
as in economy, it is a matter of manipulating signs, 
of developing a story and of establishing a narrative. 
PCA-STREAM explores these narratives thanks to autonomous 
projects, in the manner of contemporary artists who master all 
of their interventions and the production of their work.

The book-magazine STREAM, that he created in 2008, 
gathers together multidisciplinary and international 
contributions in order to understand the consequences 
of contemporary mutations on architecture and the city of 
tomorrow. It has hosted the thoughts and work of major 
contemporary artists such as Pierre Huyghe, Alain Bublex, 
Julien Prévieux and Xavier Veilhan. Philippe Chiambaretta 
regularly collaborates with artists and designers while ensuring 
both the artistic direction and the architectural design of 
his projects. With the artist Orlan, he co-designed the Pièce 
Lumineuse (2004) installation at the Palais de Tokyo, and was 
invited by the CCC-Centre de Création Contemporaine de 
Tours (2007) to imagine an original, interactive and luminous 
organic facade.

Philippe Chiambaretta Architect
56-58, rue Vieille-du-Temple
75003 Paris, France
T+33 1 44 93 90 00
pca@pca-architecture.com
pca-architecture.com
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PCA – Production Research Creation – STREAM

Philippe Chiambaretta / PCA-STREAM
Sylvain Fournié / CSD 
Joseph Chafé / AE75 
André Verdier / BET Verdier 

Sylvain Masson / BET Durand 
Rémy Cimadevilla / 8’18’’ lumière 
Jennifer Grech et Romain Gillé / C&G 
François Baixeras / SCO

The production management team
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